GEI-Kolloqium am 7.11.2018 um 17.30 Uhr:
The School Sector and Educational Media in Times of Populist Politics:
Examples from India and Ukraine
Yuliya Yurchuk, Södertörn University, Huddinge, Sweden, and Anil Sethi, Pokhrama Foundation,
Bihar, India
In various countries in Europe and beyond, populist political parties and movements – left- and rightwing alike – have enjoyed growing popularity in recent years. Many of these movements and parties
have reverted to a nationalist rhetoric, pretending to represent the voice of “the people” more
authentically than “the elites” do. They challenge established discourses of the past as well as social
values and attempt to partially replace them with allegedly more authentic versions. The education
sector and educational media are also affected by these developments. Based on empirical research,
our guests will illuminate the situation in their two countries – Ukraine and India – that are
characterized by varying socio-cultural, political, economic, and historical frameworks.
Historian Yuliya Yurchuk traces how populist discourse penetrates the school sector. The main focus
is on the public appropriation of populist discourses and attempts of their implementation in the
Ukrainian education sector. Taking two Ukrainian textbooks on civic and family education as
examples she concludes that populist politics influence the education sector in a subtle way – in
some cases, Yuliya Yurchuk argues, these populist discourses can be filtered and stopped, in other
cases not.
Historian, history educationalist and NGO activist Anil Sethi focuses on history textbooks currently
being used by schools affiliated to examination boards in Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan
states and on some of the literature for the ‘moral development’ of the young, produced by
publicists of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS, a radical Hindu organization) who may in fact be
termed “pulp writers”. In order to demonstrate that their production is “populist pulp”, he will
contrastingly examine textbooks developed by the National Council of Educational Research and
Training after 2005. In so doing, Anil Sethi will construct an argument about the place of RSS-led
“populist pulp” in a vibrant democracy – even as democratic forums and practices are sought to be
curtailed by the current populist Indian government.
In-house discussant Dirk Sadowski will subsequently comment the two papers, analysing differences
and common grounds, and linking the papers to research at the GEI.
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